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A B S T R A C T   

Advances in the capabilities of commercial CubeSat constellations have enabled the retrieval of multi-spectral 
surface reflectance data over the Earth’s terrestrial surfaces on an almost daily basis. For example, while the 
earliest versions of Planet’s CubeSats provided tri-band and then quad-band optical image data, the most recent 
iterations deliver imaging capabilities with eight unique spectral bands for Earth system monitoring. To deter-
mine the utility of these rich geospatial data collections for a range of applications, it is necessary to characterise 
their radiometric accuracy. Leveraging on-ground spectroradiometer measurements of radiometrically pseudo- 
invariant features, we assess the absolute accuracy of an annual sequence of Planet SuperDove surface reflec-
tance data. Date-coincident and spectrally overlapping Sentinel-2 image data were also used to assess the relative 
radiometric accuracy of the CubeSat reflectance data. Additionally, confidence levels for acquiring consistent 
SuperDove surface reflectance data were calculated, and the multi-temporal patterns of surface reflectance be-
tween the SuperDove and Sentinel-2 surface reflectance products were evaluated by examining their rank cor-
relation. Our findings demonstrate that (1) the average accuracy of the Coastal-Blue, Blue, Green I, and Green II 
SuperDove surface reflectance bands was 5% higher than for the Yellow, Red, Red-Edge, and Near-Infrared 
bands; (2) the SuperDove surface reflectance data was on average almost identical to the surface reflectance 
derived from the coincident Sentinel-2 data; and (3) the radiometric accuracies (i.e., mean errors) can be 
improved by using band combinations (e.g. normalised difference vegetation index). However, due to the 
different radiometric performance between the spectral bands, some vegetation indices (e.g. the Yellowness 
Index) did not provide a linear relationship between the SuperDove and reference data. The probability of 
acquiring surface reflectance data with less than 5% reflectance variation was approximately 90% for the annual 
multi-satellite dataset. On average, 68% of the data derived from a single satellite had at least 95% probability of 
acquiring surface reflectance with less than 5% variation. The time series patterns of the SuperDove reflectance 
data had an average rank correlation coefficient of 0.67 for all types of surface units and 0.77 for vegetated 
surfaces when compared with the spectrally overlapping bands of the Sentinel-2 surface reflectance data. In 
addition to providing confidence levels for users to directly assess the radiometric accuracies of SuperDove 
surface reflectance products, we also provide suggestions to improve the data quality from an end-user’s 
perspective.  

Abbreviations: RGB, red-greenblue; NIR, near-infrared; VIS-NIR, visible and near-infrared; MODIS, moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer; OLI, opera-
tional land imager; AERONET, aerosol robotic network; RadCalNet, radiometric calibration network; MAE, mean absolute error; NPOESS, national polar-orbiting 
operational environmental satellite system; APU, accuracy, precision, and uncertainty; VI, vegetation index; NDVI, normalised difference vegetation index; 
RENDVI, normalised difference red-edge vegetation index; YNDVI, normalised difference yellow vegetation index; GNDVI, normalised difference green vegetation 
index; YI, yellowness index; Chl550, green chlorophyll reflectance index; Chl700, red-edge chlorophyll reflectance index; CRI550, green carotenoid reflectance index; 
CRI700, red-edge carotenoid reflectance index; ARI, anthocyanin reflectance index; BRDF, bi-directional reflectance distribution function; IQR, interquartile range; 
AOD, aerosol optical depth; CESTEM, CubeSat-enabled spatio-temporal enhancement method; FORCE, framework for operational radiometric correction for envi-
ronmental monitoring. 
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1 Introduction 

Within the last five years, CubeSats have advanced from a predom-
inantly research and demonstration tool to an operational platform that 
is providing unprecedented coverage and monitoring capabilities (Ara-
gon et al., 2021; McCabe et al., 2017; Nagel et al., 2020). Among the 
orbiting commercial CubeSat constellations, Planet Labs PBC operates 
the largest constellation of nanosatellites, with more than 200 3U 
CubeSats placed into orbit over the last 9 years. One of the challenges of 
such an approach is that the optical sensors on each individual platform 
differ, such that there is an inherent inconsistency in radiometric quality 
and degradation level between the satellites forming the constellation, 
which can ultimately affect the consistency and stability of radiometric 
data. Of course, one of the motivations behind CubeSats launches is that 
their hardware can be rapidly upgraded: analogous to the manner in 
which successive software versions are routinely rolled-out. Indeed, the 
first launches of Planet CubeSats in 2013 were from the International 
Space Station, initially providing 3-band (Red-Green-Blue, RGB) re-
trievals, which evolved to Sun synchronous orbiting satellites providing 
4-band (with an additional Near-infrared (NIR) band) multispectral 
data. The latest generation of PlanetScope’s CubeSats (referred to as 
SuperDoves) comprises around 130 CubeSats (at the time of writing), 
with each housing an 8-band frame imager. The deployment of the 
SuperDoves has been ongoing since late 2019, and with additional 
SuperDove launches planned, daily SuperDove image acquisition is 
likely to be achieved in the near future. 

The addition of spectral information has proved useful for many 
mapping tasks, such as improving land-cover maps (Novack et al., 
2011), monitoring tree crop structure and yield (Robson et al., 2017; 
Shamsoddini et al., 2013), and mapping bathymetry (Collin and Hench, 
2012), amongst many other applications. However, for such advances to 
be realised, it is important that any new surface reflectance products be 
evaluated to determine their radiometric consistency and accuracy. The 
determination of surface reflectance accuracy is often performed via 
intercomparison of data from similar systems. For example, NASA’s 
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) was vali-
dated against the in-situ Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) sun 
photometer data and MODIS airborne simulator data (Vermote et al., 
1997a). Likewise, the surface reflectance product from the Landsat 8 
Operational Land Imager (OLI) was validated against the MODIS prod-
uct, while its derived broadband albedo was validated with measure-
ments from the United States Surface Radiation Budget Network (Franch 
et al., 2014; Vermote et al., 2016). In the case of the early PlanetScope 
data, surface reflectance was validated against Radiometric Calibration 
Network (RadCalNet) measured data from both a vegetated and desert 
site, with the accuracy, precision, and uncertainty for the visible and 
near-infrared (VIS-NIR) bands found to range from 2.1% to 10.69%, 
7.2%-11.33%, and 7.51%-15.56%, respectively (Collison and Wilson, 
2017). From a CubeSat perspective, Houborg and McCabe (2018) ana-
lysed the normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) time series 
derived from the Planet’s 4-band surface reflectance product and found 
an NDVI uncertainty of 0.04 or 24.6% against an NDVI time series 
derived from Landsat 8. Since late 2021, Planet Labs PBC has enhanced 
the RadCalNet calibration of SuperDove data to improve the absolute 
accuracy, precision, and uncertainty of top-of-atmosphere (TOA) 
reflectance to range from − 6,94–6.66%, 5.54–7.54%, and 5.71–10.06%, 
respectively (Collison et al., 2022). In addition, Sentinel-2 data are now 
used as the reference for on-orbit TOA reflectance calibration of 
SuperDove data and achieved the correlation of determination of 0.99 
(Collison et al., 2022). 

The 8-band SuperDove product has been available through the 
Planet API since June 2020. However, the recent accuracy report by 
Collison et al. (2022) evaluated the TOA reflectance and not the 
reflectance corrected for atmospheric effects. Also, the on-orbit 

calibration algorithm assessed against the Sentinel-2 data uses pixels 
from a mixture of land cover types and does not investigate the consis-
tency of the radiometric performance across different surface units. In 
this study, we perform an accuracy assessment of the SuperDove surface 
reflectance product, using in-situ spectroradiometer measurements 
collected over nine surface units within one hour of the satellite overpass 
time. We also perform a consistency assessment of surface reflectance by 
comparing against pseudo-invariant surface units, i.e. surfaces such as 
asphalt and concrete with minimal variation in radiometric character-
istics within a set time period. Finally, the spectral information of 
selected surface units identified within an annual time-series of Super-
Dove surface reflectance images were assessed against coincident 
Sentinel-2 surface reflectance data for spectrally overlapping bands. The 
results from this study provide information for SuperDove data users to 
derive confidence levels, assess error propagation and determine map-
ping accuracies based on the surface reflectance accuracies and expected 
temporal variations between platforms when applying the SuperDove 
surface reflectance product directly. 

2 Materials and methods 
2.1 Study site 

The study was performed on the residential island of the King 
Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST), located 
approximately 90 km north of Jeddah in Saudi Arabia. The selected land 
surface elements comprised several distinct and homogeneous units, 
including grassed parkland, sand, gravel, concrete and asphalt pave-
ments, as well as natural tidal flats, with the areas selected based on 
their suitability for intercomparison between satellite data and field- 
derived spectroradiometer measurements (Fig. 1). The study area is 
predominantly flat, with individual land units having small elevation 
differences (max. of less than 3 m along the coastline). Located adjacent 
to the Red Sea, KAUST experiences a tropical climate characterised as 
hot and arid, with rainfall rarely exceeding 50 mm on an annual basis 
(Kenawy and McCabe, 2016). As such, all parkland and other vegetated 
areas, apart from the mangroves fringing the coastline, are irrigated 
daily. 

2.2 Satellite data 

The SuperDove data being evaluated was PlanetScope’s analytic 
surface reflectance product, which is atmospherically corrected using 
the vector version of the Second Simulation of the Satellite Signal in the 
Solar Spectrum (6SV) (Vermote et al., 1997b; Wilson, 2013). As opposed 
to previous Planet CubeSat constellations, the SuperDove data consist of 
eight spectral bands (Table 1) out of which six bands (not including the 
Green1 and Yellow bands) are similar and well-aligned with the spectral 
response functions of the Sentinel-2 bands within the VIS-NIR portion of 
the spectrum (Fig. 2). All pixel values are stored in 16-bit Tag Image File 
Format (TIFF), with the reflectance product scaled by 10,000 to reduce 
quantisation error (Planet Labs PBC, 2021). The overpass time of the 
SuperDove imagery is between 10:20 and 11:10 local time. The tem-
poral span of the data covered the period from November 1, 2020 to 
October 31, 2021, and included 243 SuperDove images. Fifty-nine 
Sentinel-2 multi-spectral images within the same period were also 
collected and pre-processed using the 6SV correction method to allow 
temporal comparison against the SuperDove data. The SuperDove sur-
face reflectance time series was used to assess the radiometric consis-
tency and relative accuracy against the five spectrally overlapping bands 
of the Sentinel-2 surface reflectance data, including the Blue (439 – 533 
nm), Green (538 – 583 nm), Red (650 – 680 nm), Red-edge (698 – 713 
nm), and NIR narrow (848 – 882 nm) bands (see Table 1). The Coastal- 
Blue Sentinel-2 band is usually applied for aerosol calibration, and 
because its resolution is 60 m we decided to exclude it from the 
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comparison. The Sentinel-2 data were composed of imagery from both 
satellite 2A and 2B. Lamquin et al. (2019) demonstrated that the bias 
between the twin systems is only about 1–2% reflectance. This minor 
bias was considered negligible for the comparison of the SuperDove and 
Sentienel-2 presented herein. Additional SuperDove imagery was also 
acquired on March 12, 2022 to allow further assessment against date- 
coincident field spectroradiometer measurements. 

2.3 Field data 

To evaluate the absolute accuracy of the surface reflectance of the 
unique SuperDove bands, in-situ surface reflectance measurements of 
the spectrally homogenous surface units (Fig. 1) were obtained using an 
ASD HandHeld-2 spectroradiometer (Malvern Panalytical Ltd, Malvern, 
UK) across the spectral range of 325–1075 nm. Homogeneous surface 
units were sampled on both November 16, 2020, and March 12, 2022 
from two patches of grass, three patches of sand, and area of asphalt, 
concrete, gravel and a section of a tidal flat that is only inundated during 
king tides (Fig. 1). The ASD reflectance measurements were collected at 
a height of approximately 1.15 m above the ground at five distinct 
sampling points measured diagonally within a 10 × 10 m area for each 
of the homogenous surface units, covering nine SuperDove pixels. Each 
measurement had a circular footprint with a diameter of approximately 
0.5 m. For each of the five sampling points, three reflectance measure-
ments were collected and averaged. Spectroradiometer measurements 
from each of the different surface units were used for comparison against 
near-coincident SuperDove data (see Section 2.4). However, the grass 
and the tidal flat patches were omitted for the radiometric consistency 
assessment (see Section 2.5), as they were not considered radiometri-
cally pseudo-invariant. 

2.4 Radiometric accuracy assessment of SuperDove data 

Two types of radiometric accuracy assessment of the SuperDove data 
were conducted, i.e. an absolute accuracy assessment against field-based 
surface reflectance derived from ASD spectroradiometer measurements, 
and a relative accuracy assessment against the surface reflectance of 
spectrally overlapping bands of Sentinel-2 imagery corrected with 6SV. 
In addition, several vegetation indices (VIs) were derived from Super-
Dove surface reflectance data, and their absolute accuracies were 
assessed against the ASD-derived VIs, while their relative accuracies 
were assessed against the Sentinel-2 derived VIs. The workflow of the 
radiometric accuracy assessment can be found in Fig. 3. 

2.4.1 Absolute accuracy assessment of SuperDove surface reflectance 

For the absolute radiometric accuracy assessment, two sets of 
SuperDove data were assessed against the field-based ASD spectroradi-
ometer measurements collected on the same date. The first dataset, 
which consisted of two images, was used to compare between date- 
coincident SuperDove and ASD (March 12, 2022) surface reflectance, 
while the second dataset (three images) was for the comparison between 
SuperDove (November 15 and 17, 2020) and ASD (November 16, 2020) 
surface reflectance, which were acquired one day apart. The two 
SuperDove images (IM1 and IM2) in the first dataset were acquired by 
satellite ID 2426 at 10:53:45 and 10:53:47 local time on March 12, 2022, 
respectively. Two of the three SuperDove images (IM3 and IM4) in the 
second dataset were acquired on November 15, 2020, by satellite ID 
227a at 11:03:11 and 11:03:13 local time, and the other image (IM5) 
was acquired on November 17, 2020, by satellite ID 2406 at 11:04:54 
local time. No cloud cover or similar atmospheric conditions were pre-
sent on the acquired dates. The spectra of the five field ASD-measured 
sampling points for each homogeneous pseudo-invariant surface unit 
(Fig. 1) were convoluted with the PSB.SD spectral response function to 
simulate the surface reflectance of every band of the SuperDove data and 
then averaged to provide representative surface reflectance of each of 

Fig. 1. SuperDove imagery acquired on November 17, 2020 of the study site (red line) and displayed as a true colour composite. The extent of the outlined study site 
covers approximate 1.8 km2. The field photos and zoomed-in sections of the SuperDove image representing the homogeneous surface units (approximately 100 m2) 
are also displayed. 
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the eight bands. The averaged reflectance of surface units were then 
compared with the averaged pixel values (3 × 3 pixels of 3 × 3 m) from 
the SuperDove surface reflectance data. 

Least squares linear regressions were first calculated for each of the 
individual bands between the two datasets (i.e., SuperDove and ASD 
surface reflectance) to evaluate the coefficient of determination (R2) and 
absolute mean error (MAE). In addition to R2 and MAE, the accuracy 
(A), precision (P), and uncertainty (U), as defined by the National Polar- 
orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS) Inte-
grated Program Office as standard variables for the radiometric per-
formance of surface reflectance products (NPOESS Integrated Program 
Office, 1997; Vermote et al., 2016), were also calculated. “Accuracy” 
represents the average errors of the data against the reference, whereas 
“precision” represents the average deviation of the measurements 
within a specific range (the repeatability of the measurements). “Un-
certainty” indicates the average deviation against the reference. The 
formulas of accuracy, precision and uncertainty are: 

A =

∑N
i=1(μe

i − μt
i)

N
(1)  

P =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
∑N

i=1
(μe

i − μt
i − A)2

N − 1

√
√
√
√
√

(2)  

U =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
∑N

i=1
(μe

i − μt
i)

2

N

√
√
√
√
√

(3) 

where μe
i is the observed surface reflectance, μt

i is the evaluation data, 
and N is the sample size. The closer these three parameters are to zero, 
the more accurate the data are. 

2.4.2 Relative accuracy assessment of SuperDove surface reflectance 

As one of the most commonly applied satellites for the monitoring of 
the Earth’s surface, a relative radiometric accuracy assessment against 
the spectrally overlapping bands of Sentinel-2 was conducted. Eight 
homogeneous areas were selected for the assessment. These included 
patches of mangroves, three grass fields, a tidal flat, a sand patch, an 
area of deep water, and a building roof (Fig. 4). The reported geometric 

accuracy of SuperDove data is less than 10 m (Planet Labs PBC, 2021), 
and as the selected surface units were homogeneous and larger than 4 ×
4 pixels of Sentinel-2 data, the effect of minor positional misalignments 
was considered negligible. The SuperDove images were filtered to 
extract only pixels deemed to be clear (i.e. no cloud cover and similar 
atmospheric conditions such as haze) with more than 90% confidence 
based on the associated usable data mask (Planet Labs PBC, 2021). The 
pixel values from the Sentinel-2 images were filtered with the Fmask 
algorithm (Qiu et al., 2019) to extract clear pixels. Ultimately, 36 
SuperDove and 24 date coincident Sentinel-2 images were acquired for 
subsequent analysis, with the difference relating to multiple SuperDove 
data being acquired more than once per day. The surface reflectance 
values of date-coincident data points (36 data points from 24 unique 
Sentinel-based dates) were assessed directly by comparing the average 
pixel values inside each homogeneous surface unit. Although the spec-
tral response between the two systems is slightly different (Fig. 2), 
Sentinel-2 data are used as the reference for the reflectance calibration 
of the SuperDove reflectance product, indicating that the data should be 
directly comparable (Collison et al., 2022). The R2 and MAE of the least 
square linear regression as well as the accuracy, precision, and uncer-
tainty between the two datasets (i.e., SuperDove and Sentinel-2 surface 
reflectance) were calculated using the method described in 2.4.1. 

2.4.3 Accuracy assessment of SuperDove-derived vegetation indices 

Band ratio combinations have been found to reduce reflectance 
inaccuracies between sensors as long as there is a linear relationship 
between the measured reflectance data (Cao et al., 2019). Therefore, for 
many applications of multi-spectral satellite data, the error propagation 
from individual bands to specific indices is of importance. As vegetation 
monitoring is one of the most popular uses of CubeSat imagery (Nagel 
et al., 2020), the accuracy of SuperDove-derived VIs for the same ho-
mogeneous surface units (i.e., the nine in Fig. 1 and the eight in Fig. 4 for 
absolute and relative accuracy assessment, respectively) was evaluated. 
Although the VIs are mainly for vegetation monitoring, non-vegetation 
surface units still have specific values of VIs (either low or negative in 
most cases) that can still be used for accuracy assessment. Based on the 
multi-spectral bands available from the SuperDove data, 10 commonly 
employed vegetation indices were calculated, with their details pro-
vided in Table 2. Since there were some small differences between the 

Table 1 
Comparison of the different PlanetScope and Sentinel-2 products and associated spectral band characteristics and spatial resolution derived from the Dove Classic 
(PS2), Dove-R (PS2.SD) and SuperDove (PSB.SD) CubeSats. The SuperDove data are available as a 4-band product consisting of the traditional four bands, a 5-band 
product including an extra Red-Edge band, and the 8-band product evaluated herein.  

Instrument PS2 PS2.SD PSB.SD Sentinel-2* 

Sensor Type Four-band frame Imager 
with a split-frame visible 
(VIS) + near-infrared (NIR) 
filter 

Four-band frame imager with 
butcher-block filter providing 
blue, green, red, and NIR stripes 

Eight-band frame imager with butcher- 
block filter providing coastal blue, blue, 
green I, green II, yellow, red, red-edge, and 
NIR stripes 

Multi-spectral push broom imager based on a tri- 
mirror anastigmatic telescope. It has separate 
VIS-NIR and shortwave infrared (SWIR) focal 
planes. 

Spectral 
Bands 

Blue: 455–515 nm 
Green: 500–590 nm 
Red: 590–670 nm 
NIR: 780–860 nm 

Blue: 464–517 nm 
Green: 547–585 nm 
Red: 650–682 nm 
NIR: 846–888 nm 

Coastal Blue: 431–452 nm 
Blue: 465–515 nm 
Green I: 513. − 549 nm 
Green II: 547. − 583 nm 
Yellow: 600–620 nm 
Red: 650–680 nm 
Red-Edge: 697–713 nm 
NIR: 845–885 nm 

Coastal Blue: 434–454 nm 
Blue: 439–533 nm 
Green: 538–583 nm 
Red: 650–680 nm 
Red-Edge 1: 698–713 nm 
Red-Edge 2: 733–748 nm 
Red-Edge 3: 773–793 nm 
NIR: 785–900 nm 
NIR narrow: 848–882 nm 
Water vapour: 930–950 nm 
SWIR Cirrus: 1365–1395 nm 
SWIR 1: 1565–1655 nm 
SWIR 2: 2100–2280 nm 

Nadir Spatial 
Resolution 

3 m 3 m 3 m 10 m: VIS, NIR 
20 m: Red-Edge, NIR narrow, SWIR 1 and 2. 
60 m: Coastal Blue, Water vapour, and SWIR 
Cirrus.  

* The central wavelengths of Sentinel-2A and 2B spectral bands are slightly different. The information provided is for Sentinel-2A. 
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spectral bands in the published vegetation indices and those available 
from the SuperDove data, Table 2 identifies both wavelengths used to 
generate the respective indices. 

Although the spectral range of the NIR bands from the different 
sensors varies relative to comparisons with other bands, the radiometric 
characteristics of the NIR spectrum above 750 nm tends not to change 
significantly for leaves (Datt, 1998; Gitelson et al., 2002). Hence, it does 
not prevent the NIR SuperDove band (865 nm) from being employed in 
the selected VIs. For non-vegetated surface units, the VIs are still com-
parable as long as the reflectance within the NIR range of two mea-
surements (i.e., SuperDove and reference data) are similar. The original 
equation of the Yellowness Index (YI) requires the central wavelength 
differences between the green and yellow bands and between the yellow 
and red bands to be the same. While the SuperDove data does not satisfy 
that requirement (see Table 1), the differences in these band-specific 
wavelength intervals (for which the spectral sensitivity is 100%) were 
the same, at approximately 0.045 µm. Therefore, we used 0.045 as Δλ 
rather than 0.044 as proposed in the original study of Adams et al. 
(1999). The assessment method of the VI comparison used herein was 
the same as that used for the surface reflectance, i.e. assessing both the 
absolute accuracy against the VIs derived from the ASD measurements 
and the relative accuracy against the VIs derived from the Sentinel-2 
data. The only difference was that only NDVI, RENDVI, GNDVI 
Chl550, Chl700, and ARI were assessed in the relative accuracy assess-
ment, as the other VIs were not available for the Sentinel-2 data. The 
accuracy, precision, and uncertainty were also computed for the 
SuperDove-derived vegetation indices as well as the R2 and MAE of 
respective linear regressions (see method description in Sections 2.4.1 
and 2.4.2). 

2.5 Surface reflectance time series analysis 

The time series analysis was divided into two parts. The first ana-
lysed the consistency of the annual SuperDove surface reflectance time 
series. The MAE between temporally near-coincident SuperDove surface 
reflectance data was assessed in relation to the relative angles between 
the sun and sensor-viewing direction. The probability of acquiring 
consistent surface reflectance for the annual multi-satellite data as well 
as the datasets comprised of single satellites was evaluated. The second 
analysed the similarity between the patterns of SuperDove and Sentinel- 
2 annual surface reflectance time series. The workflow of the time series 

analysis can be found in Fig. 5. 

2.5.1 Radiometric consistency of SuperDove image time series 

A 12-month long SuperDove surface reflectance time series was 
created for the pseudo-invariant surface units (i.e., the homogeneous 
surface units in Fig. 1, except grass and the tidal flat). The images were 
visually assessed and those with visible atmospheric influences were 
removed from the time series. More specifically, values were only 
counted when all the pixels covering the selected surface unit extents 
were identified as clear sky condition with greater than 90% confidence. 
From this filtering, 198 usable images were identified out of a possible 
243 acquisitions. Among the 198 images, there were 55 image pairs, 
representing images acquired from the same satellite within a couple of 
seconds. Therefore, a consistency assessment was conducted in two 
parts. The first was to compare the surface reflectance values of the 
surface units of the two successive images for each date of the 55 image 
pairs to calculate the MAE. Because the viewing angle of SuperDove 
image pairs acquired seconds apart is not constant, the relative angles 
between the satellite viewing direction and the sun illumination were 
also calculated based on the acquisition parameters from respective 
metadata for each image pair to determine if there was a relationship 
between the MAE and the difference of illumination-viewing angle and 
the magnitude of error possibly due to the difference of relative angle or 
sensor-introduced noise. The second part was to quantify surface 
reflectance variations between (1) multi-satellite data and (2) single- 
satellite data (i.e., images acquired for the same areas from the same 
satellite within the annual time-series). Variations were quantified by 
calculating the confidence level of acquiring surface reflectance within 
5% uncertainty for the multi-satellite data, and the probability that 
single-satellite data had less than 5% uncertainties in surface reflectance 
at a 95% confidence level. The surface reflectance time series for a single 
band of a pseudo-invariant surface unit was considered to have a normal 
distribution, as the distribution of pixel values would be a constant but 
with random noise. Therefore, the probability of the dataset observing a 
specific range of values can be estimated using the z-score method. The 
mean pixel values and their standard deviation were calculated for each 
band and for each surface unit using all 198 images, and then the 
probability that the surface reflectance time series had an uncertainty 
within 5% was calculated. The criteria was selected based on the pre-
viously published inter-satellite radiometric uncertainty (Planet Labs 

Fig. 2. The spectral response functions of individual bands of the different generations of PlanetScope constellations and the Sentinel-2 satellites.  
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PBC, 2021), as well as the consideration that 5% uncertainty is the 
maximum expected error for Sentinel-2 data (Baillarin et al., 2012). 
Within the annual time series, various datasets were created by grouping 
the data points based on their satellite ID, and only the datasets that had 
at least four acquisition dates were retained for analysing the 

consistency of single-satellite data. The numbers and percentage of such 
datasets with ≥ 95% probability of obtaining less than 5% uncertainties 
of surface reflectance were then computed from the derived mean and 
standard deviation using the z-score method. 

Fig. 3. Flowchart showing the individual steps in the radiometric accuracy assessment. The SuperDove, Sentinel-2 and ASD data were collected coincidently. Least 
squares linear regression, coefficient of determination, and absolute mean error as well as accuracy, precision and uncertainty were used for the absolute and relative 
accuracy measures. 

Fig. 4. The selected features for the relative accuracy assessment between (A) SuperDove and (B) Sentinel-2 image time series.  
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2.5.2 Time series similarity with Sentinel-2 data 

In addition to the relative radiometric accuracy assessment against 
Sentinel-2 surface reflectance, the patterns of time series of surface 
reflectance from the spectrally overlapping bands between the Super-
Dove and Sentinel-2 were also compared to assess their rank correlation, 
i.e., how well the relationship between the two datasets can be described 
by a monotonic function. The same surface units (Fig. 4) were again used 
to extract the pixel values for both SuperDove and Sentinel-2 surface 
reflectance time series. Unlike the relative accuracy assessment of direct 
comparison between the surface reflectance of the SuperDove and 
Sentinel-2 data, the two 1-year surface reflectance time series were 
approximated with a Coiflet4 discrete wavelet transformation (Saka-
moto et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2019), and then standardised (i.e., making 
the mean and standard deviation 0 and 1, respectively) before the 36 
pairs of date-coincident data points were computed for rank correlation. 

Such pre-processing aims to remove the influences of high-frequency 
details and scales so that the extracted reflectance signal becomes 
more representative of the long-term dynamics. Spearman’s correlation 
analysis was used to retrieve the rank correlation coefficients of each 
spectrally overlapping bands (i.e., Blue, Green II, Red, Red-edge, and 
NIR band) for the 36 pairs of date-coincident pre-processed data points. 

3 Results 
3.1 Radiometric accuracy of surface units 

In this section, the absolute radiometric accuracies of the spectral 
bands of the SuperDove data are first assessed in Section 3.1.1, followed 
by the relative radiometric accuracy against Sentinel-2 data in Section 
3.1.2. Section 3.1.3 then examines the absolute accuracies of the 10 
selected VIs (Table 2), while the relative accuracies of the six selected 
VIs (i.e., NDVI, RENDVI, GNDVI Chl550, Chl700, and ARI) are presented 

Table 2 
The vegetation indices and associated SuperDove bands used for comparison with the field-based ASD reflectance data. R represents the reflectance of a range of 
wavelengths (nm). Δλ for the Yellowness Index represents the difference of the central wavelength between adjacent bands (µm).  

Index Formula (wavelengths) Formula (SuperDove bands) Reference 

Normalised Difference Vegetation Index 
(NDVI) 

R800− 1100 − R600− 700

R800− 1100 + R600− 700 

RNIR − RRed

RNIR + RRed 

(Rouse et al., 1974) 

Normalised Difference Red-edge Vegetation Index 
(RE-NDVI) 

R740− 750 − R700− 710

R740− 750 + R700− 710 

RNIR − RRed− edge

RNIR + RRed− edge 

(Gitelson and Merzlyak, 1994) 

Normalised Difference Yellow Vegetation Index 
(YNDVI) 

R770− 895 − R585− 625

R770− 895 + R585− 625 

RNIR − RYellow

RNIR + RYellow 

(Shamsoddini et al., 2013) 

Normalised Difference Green Vegetation Index 
(GNDVI) 

R841− 876 − R545− 565

R841− 876 + R545− 565 

RNIR − RGreenII

RNIR + RGreenII 

(Gitelson et al., 1996) 

Yellowness Index 
(YI) 

R567− 587 − 2R616− 636 + R656− 676

Δλ2 
RGreenII − 2RYellow + RRed

Δλ2 
(Adams et al., 1999) 

Green Chlorophyll Reflectance Index 
(Chlgreen (5 5 0)) 

R760− 800

R540− 560
− 1 

RNIR

RGreenII
− 1 (Gitelson et al., 2006) 

Red-edge Chlorophyll Reflectance Index 
(Chlred-edge (7 0 0)) 

R760− 800

R690− 710
− 1 

RNIR

RRed− edge
− 1 (Gitelson et al., 2006) 

Green Carotenoid Reflectance Index 
(CRIgreen (5 5 0)) 

[ 1
R510− 520

−
1

R540− 560

]

× R760− 800 

[ 1
RGreenI

−
1

RGreenII

]

× RNIR 
(Gitelson et al., 2006) 

Red-edge Carotenoid Reflectance Index 
(CRIred-edge (7 0 0)) 

[ 1
R510− 520

−
1

R690− 710

]

× R760− 800 

[ 1
RGreenI

−
1

RRed− edge

]

× RNIR 
(Gitelson et al., 2006) 

Anthocyanin Reflectance Index 
(ARI) 

[ 1
R530− 570

−
1

R690− 710

]

× R760− 800 

[ 1
RGreenII

−
1

RRed− edge

]

× RNIR 
(Gitelson et al., 2006)  

Fig. 5. Flowchart showing the individual steps in the time series analysis.  
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in Section 3.1.4. 

3.1.1 Absolute radiometric accuracies of spectral bands 

The absolute radiometric accuracies of the spectral bands of the 
SuperDove surface reflectance data assessed against both the date- 
coincident and one-day-apart ground measurements at the nine 
selected 100 m2 surface units (Fig. 1) are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, 
respectively. Each point on the scatterplots represents the average sur-
face reflectance of specific homogeneous surface units observed from 
reference data (i.e., ground measurement) versus SuperDove data. The 
average APU were about 6%, 3%, and 7% of the reflectance of both 
datasets when considering all SuperDove bands against the field-based 
ASD measurements, which were almost identical in both datasets, as 

can be seen in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The results also indicated that the 
selected homogeneous surface units were stable with a difference in APU 
of less than 1% when the temporal difference between the satellite and 
reference data was within a day. In either dataset, the SuperDove data 
tended to overestimate the reflectance of the surface units most of the 
time when compared with the ground-measured reflectance from the 
ASD spectroradiometer. 

On a band-by-band basis (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9), the SuperDove reflec-
tance data observed in the Coastal-blue, Blue, Green I, and Green II 
bands had higher accuracies (overestimated 3% of reflectance on 
average) and uncertainties (4% of reflectance on average) compared 
with the other four bands (i.e. Yellow, Red, Red-edge, and NIR), which 
were generally overestimated by greater than 5% of the ASD-measured 
reflectance (8% of reflectance on average) and had higher uncertainties 

Fig. 6. An accuracy assessment of surface reflectance for spectral bands from (A) IM1, and (B) IM2 when evaluated against date-coincident field-collected surface 
reflectance measurements from an ASD spectroradiometer. The points in the left column are coloured by bands, while the points in the right column are coloured 
by features. 
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Fig. 7. An accuracy assessment of surface reflectance for spectral bands from (A) IM3, (B) IM4, and (C) IM5 when evaluated against one-day-apart field-collected 
surface reflectance measurements from an ASD spectroradiometer. The points in the left column are coloured by bands, while the points in the right column are 
coloured by features. 
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(9% of reflectance on average). Examining the response of the linear 
regression models, the highest R2 of 0.88 was achieved when assessing 
the surface reflectance from IM2 and IM4 against the ASD-derived 
values (see Fig. 6B and Fig. 7B) compared to IM1 (R2 = 0.87), IM3 
(R2 = 0.87), and IM5 (R2 = 0.86). The average MAE among the five 
input images was 2% of the ASD-measured reflectance. Because there 
was a significant gap between the APU of the first four bands (Coastal- 
blue, Blue, Green I, Green II) and the last four bands (Yellow, Red, Red 
edge, NIR), two distinct linear regression models were developed for the 
two groups of bands, with the R2 increasing for both regression models 
to 0.93 and 0.96 on average, respectively. By doing so, the average MAE 
for the two regression models decreased to approximately 1% reflec-
tance for all the five SuperDove images (IM1-5). 

3.1.2 Relative radiometric accuracies of spectral bands 

The relative radiometric accuracy of the spectrally overlapping 
bands (i.e., Blue, Green II, Red, Red-edge, and NIR band) between 
SuperDove and Sentinel-2 surface reflectance data at the eight selected 
surface units are shown in Fig. 10. Each point in the scatterplots rep-
resents the average surface reflectance of specific homogeneous surface 
units observed from reference data (i.e., Sentinel-2 data) versus Super-
Dove data. The comparison between the SuperDove and Sentinel-2 
reflectance data shows strong linear correlation for all spectrally over-
lapping bands, with a relative accuracy (i.e., relative mean error) close 
to zero on average when considering all the surface units (Fig. 10). The 
derived accuracy of zero means that the SuperDove surface reflectance 
data was on average almost identical to the surface reflectance derived 

Fig. 8. Scatterplots between individual spectral bands from the SuperDove data and the corresponding date-coincident ground-measured reflectance values from an 
ASD spectroradiometer for (A) IM1 and (B) IM2. The accuracy, precision, and uncertainty were assessed using data from all nine surface units for each spectral band, 
with R2 and MAE derived from the respective linear regressions. 
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Fig. 9. Scatterplots between individual spectral bands from the SuperDove data and the corresponding one-day-apart ground-measured reflectance values from an 
ASD spectroradiometer for (A) IM3, (B) IM4, and (C) IM5. The accuracy, precision, and uncertainty were assessed using data from all nine surface units for each 
spectral band, with R2 and MAE derived from the respective linear regressions. 
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Fig. 10. Scatterplots of the surface reflectance for each spectrally overlapping band between SuperDove and date-coincident Sentinel-2 data. The accuracy, precision, 
and uncertainty were assessed from all features for each of the five spectral bands, and R2 and MAE were derived from the respective linear regressions. 

Fig. 11. Scatterplots between derived VIs from all five input images (IM1 to IM5) and the VI derived from in-situ ASD spectroradiometer measurements. The ac-
curacy, precision, and uncertainty were assessed from all features, and R2 and MAE were derived from the respective linear regressions. 
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from the coincident Sentinel-2 data. However, the accuracies of different 
surface units vary. The most relatively inaccurate reflectance was 
observed for deep water, where SuperDove data overestimated the 
reflectance by 4% with an average uncertainty of 7% reflectance. On the 
other hand, the SuperDove surface reflectance data produced lower 
reflectance values than the Sentinel-2 surface reflectance data of highly 
reflective objects such as sand and building roofs with accuracies (i.e., 
mean errors) of − 1% and − 6% reflectance and uncertainties of 3% and 
7% reflectance, respectively. 

3.1.3 Absolute accuracies of VIs 

The absolute accuracies of VIs assessed against the field-based ASD 
measurements are presented in Fig. 11. As the results of the accuracy 
assessment of the spectral bands did not show an obvious difference 
between date-coincident and one-day-apart datasets, we combined 
those two datasets for the absolute accuracy assessment of VIs for a more 
representative result. When assessing the accuracy of SuperDove- 
derived vegetation index retrievals against the field-based ASD mea-
surements, all VIs except YI, CRI550, and ARI had strong linear re-
lationships (R2 ≥ 0.8) for the five input images (IM1 to IM5). No linear 
relationship was found for YI, which means that the formula could not 
be applied directly to SuperDove data to match the ground measure-
ments, even the ASD data was convoluted with the spectral response of 
SuperDove. The average accuracy (i.e., mean error) of NDVI was close to 
zero, which means that NDVI derived from SuperDove data was close 
(on average) to the NDVI derived from the ASD spectroradiometer 
measurements, despite an average accuracy of 6% reflectance of the 
individual spectral band data. However, the NDVI values of two grass 
surface units from the SuperDove data were underestimated by 
approximately 0.16 of NDVI. GNDVI had the worst accuracy and the 
highest uncertainty among all the NDVI variants, possibly due to the 

larger difference of radiometric performance between the green and NIR 
bands, as mentioned above. 

3.1.4 Relative accuracies of VIs 

The results of the relative accuracy of the six VIs (i.e., NDVI, RENDVI, 
GNDVI Chl550, Chl700, and ARI) assessed against the same VIs derived 
from Sentinel-2 data are shown in Fig. 12. NDVI derived from Super-
Dove data had the best performance out of all the vegetation indices 
when assessed against the Sentinel-2 data, with the average accuracy (i. 
e., mean error), precision, and uncertainty being 0.01, 0.1, and 0.1, 
respectively. When only the vegetated surface units (i.e., Mangrove, 
Grass A, and Grass B) were considered, the accuracy (i.e., mean error), 
precision, and uncertainty of SuperDove-derived NDVI were 0.06, 0.05, 
and 0.08, respectively. However, for this specific case (i.e. vegetated 
units), the best performance was obtained using the RENDVI, which had 
an accuracy (i.e., mean error), precision, and uncertainty of − 0.02, 0.03, 
and 0.04, respectively. These results demonstrate that NDVI and its 
variants (i.e., RENDVI, GNDVI) tend to underestimate when compared 
to the Sentinel-2 derived values for the vegetated surface units, even 
though the average accuracies are all greater than zero. On the other 
hand, the three-band pigment reflectance indices (i.e., Chl550, Chl700, 
and ARI) also tend to underestimate when compared to the Sentinel-2 
derived values for vegetated surface units (-0.19 for Chl550, − 0.12 for 
Chl700, and − 0.06 for ARI) with uncertainties of 0.42, 0.28, and 0.2, 
respectively. Between the two chlorophyll reflectance indices, Chl700 
performs better than Chl550 both on average and on vegetated surface 
units. It is noted that the range of VI values of pigment reflectance 
indices are not normalised (i.e., between − 1 and 1), so the performances 
of such indices are not comparable to NDVI and its variants. 

Given the results from Sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.4, it follows that the 
surface reflectance acquired from SuperDove spectral band data is likely 

Fig. 12. Scatterplots between derived VIs from SuperDove surface reflectance data and the VI derived from date-coincident Sentinel-2 surface reflectace data. The 
accuracy, precision, and uncertainty were assessed with the data from all features, and R2 and MAE were derived from the respective linear regressions. 
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overestimated, especially in the yellow, red, red-edge, and NIR bands 
relative to the ground measurements, but is on average similar to the 
surface reflectance acquired from Sentinel-2 spectral band data. Such 
overestimation can be remedied by using band combinations (e.g. 
NDVI). However, due to the different radiometric performance between 
the first four bands and the last four bands, some VIs may not perform as 
well against the ASD spectroradiometer measurements for this very 
reason. 

3.2 Radiometric consistency of time series of surface units 

There are three parts of results in this section. The first shows the 
average MAE of the nine surface units of the 55 pairs of successive 
SuperDove images, which were acquired within seconds of each other by 
the same satellites. This part of results demonstrates the errors intro-
duced by relative angles between sensor and the sun and the error 
introduced by the sensor itself, with the assumption that successive 
captures remain stable. The rest two demonstrate the confidence level of 
acquiring consistent surface reflectance with multi-satellite data and 
single-satellite data, respectively. The second part demonstrates the 
probability of acquiring reflectance values with less than 5% variation 
across the annual multi-satellite SuperDove time series. The last part of 
this section shows the probability that single-satellite SuperDove data 
have less than 5% uncertainties in surface reflectance at a 95% confi-
dence level. 

3.2.1 The MAE of successive image pairs and its relationship between 
illumination-viewing geometry 

The median MAE of the 55 pairs of successive images was 0.1% 
(reflectance units), while the mean and standard deviation was 0.2% 
and 0.25%, respectively, due to extremes. The R2 of the linear models 
indicated that the magnitude of the MAE seems to be random, with no 
relationship between either the viewing angles or the illumination di-
rection (Fig. 13). By calculating the cumulative probability, 95% of the 
MAE would be smaller than 0.32%. This result shows that the errors 
were generally smaller than 0.5% reflectance in successive image pairs, 
but an error up to approximately 2% reflectance may occur, possibly due 
to sensor-introduced noise. 

3.2.2 The probability of acquiring consistent reflectance values 
across the annual multi-satellite SuperDove time series 

The 12-month time series of SuperDove data that was not affected by 
cloud-cover or shadows provided a total of 198 images acquired by 68 
different satellites. The interquartile ranges (boxes in Fig. 14) from these 
data were all within 5% reflectance across each band. The kernel density 
of each dataset (blue shadows in Fig. 14) shows that most of the data 
values were close to the median surface reflectance. The probability of 
acquiring reflectance values with less than 5% variation across the 12- 
month time series of the pseudo-invariant features were derived for 
the SuperDove data and showed that the probabilities for the first four 
bands (Coastal-blue, Blue, Green I, and Green II) were generally higher 
than those for the last four bands (Yellow, Red, Red-edge, and NIR) by 
approximately 10% on average (Table 3). Considering the results from 
Section 3.1.1, this suggests that the Yellow, Red, Red-edge, and NIR not 
only had lower absolute accuracy, but were also less stable over time 
than the other four bands based on the assessed land surface units. 
Nevertheless, the probabilities of acquiring surface reflectance with 
lower than 5% variation was still more than 80% for most of the surface 
units, apart from Sand 1 for the Yellow (74.39%), Red (74.25%), Red- 
Edge (69.34%), and NIR (62.87%) bands. This might be due to the bi- 
directional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) characteristics of 
bright sand (e.g. Sand 1), which is dominated by directional reflective 
properties (Doctor et al., 2015). Other than that, a confidence level of 
80% for acquiring consistent reflectance data was still achieved (≤5% 
variation) for Sand, Gravel, and Concrete for the Yellow, Red, Red-Edge, 
and NIR bands. Importantly, a confidence level higher than 90% was 
attained for the other bands and for all pseudo-invariant features 
assessed. The overall probability of acquiring surface reflectance with 
less than 5% variation was approximately 90% for all surface units 
across all bands in the time series with data acquired from 68 unique 
satellites. In contrast, 5% uncertainty is considered as the expected 
maximum uncertainty of the Sentinel-2 level 1 product based on earlier 
report (Baillarin et al., 2012). 

3.2.3 The probability of acquiring consistent reflectance values with 
single-satellite SuperDove data 

Fig. 13. Scatterplots of the MAE of successive SuperDove surface reflectance images assessed against (A) the relative angle differences between the pairs, and (B) the 
mean relative angles of the pairs. The relative angle is between sensor viewing direction and the direct Sun illumination. 
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With the hypothesis that single-satellite datasets have better chances 
than multi-satellite datasets of acquiring data with less than 5% reflec-
tance variation, a probability of 95% was set as the criteria for calcu-
lating the percentage of single-satellite datasets. Out of the 68 single- 
satellite datasets, 18 had at least four images in the time series used 
for such analysis. The results show that the lowest percentage of the 

single-satellite datasets exceeding 95% probability of acquiring surface 
reflectance with less than 5% reflectance variation occurred on the NIR 
band (46.3%), while the blue band had the highest percentage (86.11%) 
of acquiring consistent values confidently (Table 4). As can be seen from 
Table 4, at least 12 of the 18 satellites had at least 95% probability of 
acquiring values with less than 5% variation in the Coastal-Blue, Blue, 

Fig. 14. Box-and-whisker plots of the one-year time series of SuperDove surface reflectance data for pseudo-invariant features. The reflectance data were subtracted 
by respective means to create centered data that clearly show the variation. The green dashed lines inside each box indicates zero. The boxes bound the interquartile 
range (IQR), while the white line indicates the median reflectance value. The whiskers show the limits of ± 1.5(IQR) and the dots are outliers that exceed the range of 
whiskers. Blue shadows represent the kernel density of each dataset. 

Table 3 
The probabilities of each time series observing the surface reflectance with less than 5% variation of reflectance.   

Asphalt Sand 1 Sand 2 Sand 3 Gravel Concrete Overall 

Coastal-Blue  93.41%  95.02%  93.69%  91.31%  93.21%  96.88%  93.92% 
Blue  97.04%  97.80%  97.09%  93.06%  96.40%  98.50%  96.65% 
Green I  97.47%  95.20%  98.61%  91.32%  97.24%  98.41%  96.37% 
Green II  97.31%  87.92%  95.95%  91.24%  95.28%  94.93%  93.77% 
Yellow  91.00%  74.39%  90.67%  80.99%  89.22%  84.92%  85.20% 
Red  95.61%  74.25%  90.95%  83.74%  91.81%  88.67%  87.50% 
Red-edge  95.93%  69.34%  88.05%  80.09%  90.79%  84.03%  84.70% 
NIR  88.79%  62.87%  83.08%  73.03%  85.43%  83.48%  79.45% 
Overall  94.57%  82.10%  92.26%  85.60%  92.42%  91.23%  89.70%  

Table 4 
The percentages of the 18 single-satellite datasets that had 95% probability of acquiring surface reflectance values with less than 5% variation of reflectance.   

Asphalt Sand 1 Sand 2 Sand 3 Gravel Concrete Overall 

Coastal-Blue  66.67%  83.33%  72.22%  72.22%  72.22%  94.44%  76.85% 
Blue  77.78%  100.00%  94.44%  72.22%  77.78%  94.44%  86.11% 
Green I  77.78%  88.89%  94.44%  66.67%  77.78%  88.89%  82.41% 
Green II  72.22%  83.33%  88.89%  66.67%  77.78%  94.44%  80.56% 
Yellow  72.22%  50.00%  77.78%  44.44%  66.67%  61.11%  62.04% 
Red  66.67%  38.89%  72.22%  38.89%  61.11%  61.11%  56.48% 
Red-edge  83.33%  27.78%  66.67%  33.33%  55.56%  50.00%  52.78% 
NIR  55.56%  38.89%  61.11%  33.33%  44.44%  44.44%  46.30% 
Overall  71.53%  63.89%  78.47%  53.47%  66.67%  73.61%  67.94%  
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Green I, and Green II bands. The average percentages were generally 
lower in the Yellow, Red, Red-Edge, and NIR bands at approximately 
27% across all surface units. These results demonstrate that 68% of 
single-satellite datasets were (on average) capable of acquiring consis-
tent surface reflectance at a 95% confidence level for all surface units 
across all bands, which was higher than the average 90% confidence 
level observed from the multiple-satellite dataset. The result also sug-
gests a lower radiometric consistency across multiple satellites as 
opposed to a single satellite. In other words, single-satellite data are able 
to acquire surface reflectance within 5% reflectance variation at a 95% 
confidence level, while the average confidence level is lower than 95% 
for multi-satellite datasets. 

3.3 Similarity of SuperDove and Sentinel-2 image time series 

The extracted patterns of surface reflectance time series of both 
SuperDove and Sentinel-2 for each selected surface unit can be found in 
Fig. 15, which may be used for visual assessment of the reflectance 
pattern similarities. The Sentinel-2 time series stopped on Aug 29, 2021, 
because subsequent images did not satisfy the atmospheric filter criteria 
(see Section 2.4.2), demonstrating an advantage of the high-density 
temporal coverage of the Planet SuperDove data. The pattern of sur-
face reflectance time series of Sentinel-2 (dash lines in Fig. 15) were 
generally smoother than those from the SuperDove data, which is 
probably due to fewer data points and lower uncertainty of data 
acquisition. The Spearman’s correlation coefficient (Table 5) shows that 

Fig. 15. The extracted patterns of the SuperDove and Sentinel-2 surface reflectance time series of each spectrally overlapping band for the eight selected surface 
units. The unit of y-axis is standardised reflectance. The solid lines represent SuperDove time series while the dashed lines represent the Sentinel-2 time series. 
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the time series patterns of most of the features for the spectrally over-
lapping bands had positively moderate (0.3 – 0.6) to strong (greater than 
0.6) correlations. The positively strong Spearman’s correlation of 
mangroves and grass patches (0.77 on average) demonstrated similar 
seasonal dynamics in surface reflectance from both the SuperDove and 
Sentinel-2 data, regardless of the difference of the original surface 
reflectance values between the two satellite systems. Such characteris-
tics can help the users to utilise the surface reflectance time series in 
applications such as vegetation monitoring for large areas. 

4 Discussion 

The results provide information on confidence levels and mapping 
accuracies of the SuperDove surface reflectance data. The study identi-
fied both the absolute and relative accuracy, precision, and uncertainty 
of the Planet SuperDove surface reflectance products assessed against 
ground measurements obtained from an ASD HandHeld-2 spectroradi-
ometer and Sentinel-2 data, respectively. The absolute accuracy of the 
SuperDove data was higher in the Coastal-blue, Blue, Green I, and Green 
II bands than in the Yellow, Red, Red-edge, and NIR bands, though such 
differences in accuracy were not observed in relation to the Sentinel-2 
surface reflectance data. Such a phenomenon was absent in the TOA 
reflectance accuracy assessment (Collison et al., 2022), indicating that 
the difference between the first and last four spectral bands was likely 
due to the atmospheric correction algorithm being applied to both the 
SuperDove and Sentinel-2 data sets in the study. Of course, differences in 
the studied ground surface units likely contributes to the varying results 
established in this present study. Here, we selected various homoge-
neous surface units for the accuracy assessment, and radiometrically 
pseudo-invariant surface units to assess the reflectance consistency. On 
the other hand, the RadCalNet sites used to test the quality of surface 
reflectance by Collison et al. (2022) were mostly desserts. The combi-
nation of different surface units and the 6SV atmospheric correction 
likely made the results slightly different (6% accuracy on average 
compared to 0.4% accuracy on average) from the results obtained by 
Collison et al. (2022). Nevertheless, our study agrees with the study by 
Collison et al. (2022) that the absolute APU of the NIR spectral band 
were the worst for both the Planet-produced TOA product and atmo-
spherically corrected surface reflectance product. The derived average 
relative accuracy of the SuperDove reflectance data when assessed 
against the Sentinel-2 data showed a similar degree of correlation 
(average R2 of 0.95 compared to average R2 of 0.99) to that obtained by 
Collison et al. (2022). Nevertheless, we found that the accuracies varied 
across different surface units, especially for low or highly reflective 
objects (buildings and deep water in our case). This is probably due to 
the different sensitivities of the SuperDove and Sentinel-2 sensor 
systems. 

Since the first release of the Planet surface reflectance products, the 
6SV model has been used to process the data from top-of-atmosphere 
reflectance to surface reflectance data. In the workflow of Collison and 
Wilson (2017), the aerosol optical depth (AOD) geometry used in the 
6SV model to atmospherically correct the PlanetScope top-of- 

atmosphere reflectance is derived from near-real-time MODIS aerosol 
data. Although this workflow is suitable for previous generations of 
PlanetScope data, it also has a known limitation, i.e., some PlanetScope 
data do not have overlapping MODIS aerosol data, in which case a clear- 
sky AOD is applied. A possible improvement is to leverage the coastal- 
blue band of the SuperDove satellites to derive the AOD from the data 
itself. For example, the LandSat 8 OLI reflectance product uses the AOD 
derived from its own coastal-blue and blue bands by matching the ratio 
of blue and red bands to the MODIS data, which has demonstrated im-
provements in retrieval accuracy (Vermote et al., 2016). Such a tech-
nique might be applied to the SuperDove data to overcome this AOD 
correction limitation. The derived AOD might also be assessed with in- 
situ AERONET measurement for cross-validation to avoid visible 
seams between SuperDove scenes (Collison and Wilson, 2017). Another 
potential source of error in the SuperDove product are BRDF effects. The 
Planet products are not BRDF corrected, and previous studies have 
indicated that reflectance variations caused by BRDF can be around 5%, 
depending on the solar-viewing geometry (Bréon et al., 2015). Such 
impacts might explain why some surface units (e.g., bright sand) had 
higher variations in the time series than other surface units in our study. 
Although the sensor viewing angle of PlanetScope is generally small 
(≤6◦), the uncertainty caused by BRDF effects for SuperDove data has 
not yet been documented. For a robust reflectance retrieval workflow, 
users may consider applying some common kernel-based BRDF models 
for satellite BRDF correction (e.g., Ross-Thicke Li-Sparse BRDF model; 
Tanre et al., 1992) to eliminate the effect from directional variations. 

The multi-satellite constellation of PlanetScope poses a challenge of 
acquiring radiometrically consistent data, which several studies have 
sought to address (Houborg and McCabe, 2018; Leach et al., 2019). Our 
research determined that the average probability of acquiring surface 
reflectance with less than 5% variation was about 90% for the multi- 
satellite datasets, while 68% of the input single-satellite datasets (on 
average) were capable of acquiring consistent surface reflectance at a 
95% confidence level. Such cross-satellite inconsistency may also be a 
source of uncertainty for other satellite constellations, so users should be 
aware of such issues before applying multi-satellite data directly. To 
mitigate this issue, Planet has developed a Planet Fusion data approach 
based on the CubeSat-Enabled Spatio-Temporal Enhancement Method 
(CESTEM; Houborg and McCabe, 2018; Planet Labs Inc., 2021). This 
data fusion product harmonises the reflectance data to coincident 
Landsat 8 and Sentinel-2 data derived from the Framework for Opera-
tional Radiometric Correction for Environmental monitoring (FORCE) 
algorithm. After rigorous cloud-masking, it performs a temporal inter-
polation to produce a daily harmonised and inter-satellite consistent 
data set (Frantz, 2019; Johansen et al., 2022). The resulting fusion 
product has bands in the spectral range of Sentinel-2, while also mini-
mising the BRDF effects (Claverie et al., 2018). As the approach is based 
on developing band relationships from reference imagery, the downside 
of such an approach is that only VIS-NIR bands are available from the 
Planet Fusion product, because CESTEM prefers spectrally similar bands 
from the reference data to develop specific relationships to correct and 
verify the PlanetScope reflectance product. However, for the SuperDove 
data, bands such as the Green I and Yellow bands are missing from both 
LandSat 8 and Sentinel-2 data, making the development of transferable 
relationships more challenging. Besides, perfect geometric image 
alignment is difficult to achieve when combining data from different 
sensors, so techniques such as Fourier transformation may be needed to 
produce sub-pixel geometric harmonisation to reduce the error globally 
(Planet Labs PBC, 2022). However, CESTEM is flexible in that auxiliary 
data from other sources, or even synthetic data, may be incorporated to 
implement the spectral harmonization: an opportunity to be explored in 
future analysis. Until that happens, those wishing to utilise the extra 
bands from the SuperDove surface reflectance data need to be aware of 
the uncertainties. Nevertheless, the extra bands have the potential to 
reduce the amount of unknown parameters of physically-based radiative 
transfer model simulation and inversion, which is worth further 

Table 5 
Spearman’s correlation coefficients between SuperDove and Sentinel-2 surface 
reflectance time series for the eight features of the spectrally overlapping bands. 
The results were calculated based on the 36 date-coincident data points.   

Blue Green II Red Red-edge NIR 

Mangrove  0.76  0.82  0.78  0.84  0.88 
Grass A  0.79  0.90  0.93  0.97  0.33 
Grass B  0.71  0.86  0.86  0.87  0.48 
Grass C  0.73  0.86  0.71  0.86  0.38 
Tidal flat  − 0.05  0.20  0.71  0.85  0.73 
Sand  0.44  0.45  0.53  0.48  0.51 
Deep water  0.66  0.76  0.73  0.70  0.75 
Building  0.50  0.60  0.77  0.70  0.68  
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exploration (Makhloufi et al., 2021). 

5 Conclusion 

The SuperDove surface reflectance product was evaluated against 
ground-derived surface reflectance as well as the Sentinel-2 surface 
reflectance data across various surface units. It was found that the ab-
solute average accuracy, precision and uncertainty (APU) of the 
SuperDove surface reflectance were 6%, 3%, and 7%, respectively, while 
the relative average APU against Sentinel-2 data were 0%, 4%, and 4% 
of the reflectance, respectively. The first four spectral bands (Coastal- 
Blue, Blue, Green I, and Green II) had better absolute accuracy (3% of 
reflectance) and lower uncertainty (4% of reflectance) than the last four 
bands (Yellow, Red, Red-Edge, and NIR), which had an average absolute 
reflectance accuracy of 8% and a reflectance uncertainty of 9%. Similar 
relative APU were found across the Blue, Green II, Red, Red-edge, and 
NIR bands when assessing the SuperDove data against Sentinel-2 data. 
Both the average absolute and relative accuracies (i.e., mean errors) 
could be reduced to close to zero when computing VIs (e.g., NDVI), but 
in the example of NDVI, SuperDove data seemed to underestimate the 
index values for vegetated surface units. In addition, the differences of 
accuracy in bands might affect the associated uncertainty when calcu-
lating VIs using the bands that have different radiometric performance 
(e.g., GNDVI). The consistency assessment showed that the average 
probability of acquiring surface reflectance with less than 5% variation 
was approximately 90% in the one-year time series of multi-satellite 
data. Nevertheless, there were 68% on average of the input single- 
satellite datasets that achieved at least a 95% confidence level to ac-
quire consistent surface reflectance of radiometrically pseudo-invariant 
surface units, indicating that the single-satellite datasets had higher 
probability of acquiring consistent reflectance values compared to 
multi-satellite data. Strong positive Spearman’s rank correlations were 
observed between the time series pattern, especially for vegetated units 
(mangrove and grass patches), which indicates that algorithms designed 
for Sentinel-2 surface reflectance time series (e.g., crop classification, 
fallow detection) could potentially be applied to SuperDove surface 
reflectance time series for further applications. Overall, the findings 
presented herein can help users to determine the expected accuracy, 
precision, and uncertainty and confidence levels of SuperDove surface 
reflectance data and associated mapping accuracies, allowing for greater 
use of these valuable data for quantitative remote sensing applications. 
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